
WINTON WETLANDS
A Stor y of Hope & Renewal
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PROJECT OVERVIEWThe Winton Wetlands Project is one of the world’s most significant environmental, social and economic renewal projects; whether measured by its environmental ambitions, its social and cultural significance, or its sheer scale.The Winton Wetlands is unique in many ways. Its stark landscape, its controversial history and its ability to represent different things to different people sets it apart from any other wetland systems in the world.
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Winton Wetlands is a naturally low-lying ephemeral swampland made up of 32 ephemeral wetlands. This means that they naturally fill following rain events and dry out in droughts.WW is situated about 2.5hours drive NE of Melbourne. It is close to the townships of Benalla to the south-west and Glenrowan to the east.It is part of the headwaters of the Broken catchment within the Murray-Darling Basin.



HISTORY

• Indigenous people have called this place “Mokoan” since ancient 
times.

• “Friday, November 26: They arrive on the summits of another range 
of hills, whence they obtain a fine view to the northward and 
westward of a beautiful level open country, consisting of good and 
apparently even now of fresh pasture, interspersed here and there 
with small plains or meadows….”  

William H. Hovell and Hamilton Hume,
Journey of Discovery to Port Phillip in 1824-1825.

• In the 1830s it became known as Mokoan Swamp and in the 1850s 
it was renamed ‘Winton Swamp’ following the surveying of the 
nearby township of Winton.
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The site was initially occupied and managed by indigenous peoples - the Yorta Yorta NationIt was considered a natural food bowl- seasonally rich in resources including food, plants for medicines and materials for hunting. It was also a popular meeting place for gatherings and trade.Evidence of Aboriginal occupation is spread across the site including scar trees, ring trees, stone tools and old campfiresEuropean Settlement“Friday, November 26: They arrive on the summits of another range of hills, whence they obtain a fine view to the northward and westward of a beautiful level open country, consisting of good and apparently even now of fresh pasture, interspersed here and there with small plains or meadows….”  	William H. Hovell and Hamilton Hume, 	Journey of Discovery to Port Phillip in 1824-1825.In the 1830’s it became known as Mokoan Swamp and in the 1850’s it was renamed ‘Winton Swamp’ following the surveying of the nearby township of Winton.By the 1860’s, European farming and agricultural practices had become well-established. It became a thriving rural community of over 300, which included a stonemason, bootmaker, blacksmith and a butcher. There were public buildings, churches, six primary schools, a post office.The Winton Railway Station opened in 1877 and the Winton Public Hall in 1896.



Water 
• Discussion about water storage began as early as 1885.

• In 1961, the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission 
proposed that the Broken River be connected via a channel to 
Winton Swamp, creating a large off-river water storage.

• The construction of Lake Mokoan cost $8.9million

• It was built between 1967 to 1971.

• Lake Mokoan was officially opened in October 1971.

• Popular recreation destination for fishing and boating 
enthusiasts with a yacht club being erected on the northern 
shore. 
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Discussion about water storage began as early as 1885.In 1961, the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission proposed that the Broken River be connected via a channel to Winton Swamp, creating a large off-river water storage.Sixteen homesteads and farms were identified for acquisition, and another 51 landholders were required to give up some portion of their land to create Lake Mokoan and the inlet channel.The construction of Lake Mokoan cost $8.9million, being built between 1967 and 1971. It was officially opened in October 1971.It became a popular recreation destination for fishing and boating enthusiasts with a yacht club being erected on the northern shore. Many a story of the “big” fish being caught as well as the ones that got away.
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The dam wall, which is still in place today apart from a single breach, is over 10 metres high, over 47metres in width at its base, 6.7metres wide on top and 7.5kilometres long. At its construction phase, it was the longest earthen dam wall in the southern hemisphere. 



FROM  THIS
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The inundation of the wetlands for Lake Mokoan resulted in the death of an estimated 200,000 trees, with 150,000 of these being river red gums.Lake Mokoan filled in the 1970’s but dropped to only 5% capacity in the drought of 1982-83 – and dried completely in 2009.It is a shallow lake and the shallow water increased turbidity (meaning – the quality of the water). Here it shows it is thick with suspended matter. 
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The increased nutrient levels and the stagnant water led to Blue Green Algie blooms from 1985 onwards.Carp and Other introduced species destroyed what plant life that did survive and there was a lack of vegetation and structural habitatIn the 1990s all water storage were reviewed to support environmental flows to the ailing Snowy River. In a 2001 report - Lake Mokoan was “not highly valued as water storage and in 2004 the State government announced Lake Mokoan would be decommissioned.  2009 saw the dam decommissioned and the wall was breached for an outlet channel which flows into the Broken River.In 2010 the Winton Wetlands Committee of Management were appointed as land managers



TO THIS
Overall goal of the Winton Wetlands Project

To renew the ecology of the reserve growing its natural, scientific, cultural and environmental significance , 
while delivering education, research, tourism, recreation and community development outcomes.  
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The overall goal of the Winton Wetlands project, is to renew the ecology of the reserve growing its natural, scientific, cultural and environmental significance , while delivering education, research, tourism, recreation and community development outcomes.



INFRASTRUCTURE

Onsite
• Boat ramp

• Campsites

• Fencing

• Interpretive Signage

• Bush Toilets x4

• Picnic shelters

• Parking areas

• 150km of shared paths, 

roadways & walking tracks

Foreshore
• Mokoan Hub & Café

• Nature Playground

• Former Yacht Club refurbishment 

into a research centre
• Worm Farm

• Outdoor Education and 

Indigenous School Campground

• Sculpture Walk comprising 15 

Yorta Yorta artists’ work spread 

around 950m path designed as a 

turtle geoglyph  
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In 13 years the construction of infrastructure across the WW includes onsite ….. And on the Northern Foreshore
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Sculpture Walk opening day showing the turtle geoglyph – Yorta Yorta totem



WHO ARE OUR VISITORS
• Locals & neighbours

• First Nation people

• Visiting family & friends

• Cycle tourists

• Special Interest Groups

• Education excursions

• Guided tours

• Volunteers

• Artists and art tourists

2021-22 
95,835

2020-21 (COVID-19)
45,066

2019-20 (COVID-19)
47,726

2018/19
65,287

2017/18    
52,396

2016/17
36,264

Visitors
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Total number of visitorsOur visitor numbers were healthily increasing each year, but now with the lifting of COVID-19 restrictions our visitation has doubled.
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Imagine this as your office everyday with such a changing backdrop!!



Why are wetlands important?

‘Kidneys’ of the landscape

Productivity- as high as rainforests and reefs
- support a vast array of species
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Wetlands are Biological supermarkets as well as being carbon storage.Winton Wetlands has over 200 bird species, 8 different types of frogs, 16 different mammals and 17 species of reptiles, but we are discovering more over time. 



Ecological Renewal Program
Restoration Aim and Goals
The restoration aim is to use adaptive management to implement, 
monitor and refine works and measures to improve biodiversity 
and resilience of the system

Partnerships with research, management and community are vital 
which also contribute to involvement and engagement!

Values
Protect existing 
values and 
improve existing 
habitat

Threats
1. Knowing 
the threats
2. Reduce or 
remove 
threats

Processes
Understand 
the system 
and its 
ecological 
processes

Ecological 
Renewal 
Program
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Our ecological renewal program is guided by an Environmental Strategic Advisory Panel and key strategic documents and aims to improve the biodiversity and resilience of the system.



ECOLOGY, SCIENCE & EDUCATION ACHIEVEMENTS

• Adaptive management and restoration

• Woodland Rehabilitation

• Extensive Revegetation

• Assessment of wetlands - including surveys and monitoring for 

indicators groups 

• Ongoing Site Maintenance 

• Pest control

• Education

• Science Partnerships
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Adaptive management and researchEcological mapping Understanding the Hydrology of the siteCarp screens built at Channel Outlet, Boggy Bridge and 7mile creekAquatic species plantings and translocations at Mokoan Ponds, and the Duck PondSignificant natural regeneration of aquatic species including Juncus, Typha, Myriophyllum and most notably a keystone species, Cane Grass.Notable water quality improvements- turbidity (muddiness) >800 NTU during Lake days (i.e. very muddy), now down to as low as 20 NTU (i.e. very clear water)Monthly water quality monitoring- data collected is shared with Goulburn Broken WaterwatchFish populations now dominated by small native species rather than large bodied pest species (carp, goldfish etc)Small scale water retention projects currently being undertaken to repair/block old agricultural drainage lines such that we can retain as much water in the landscape as possible during wetter periods.Woodland Rehabilitation:170 Nest Boxes installed and monitored with Squirrel Gliders taking up residenceIncreased variety of wildlife returning		Over 200 species of bird recorded by Birdlife Murray GoulburnExtensive Revegetation:More than 120,000 native canopy and mid storey trees and shrubs planted and 200,000 direct seedingRiver Red Gum seed distributed by helicopter and scattered by hand		1,300 hectares of grassy woodlands regenerated		Woodland corridors established South to North into the Warbies, providing crucial links (Regent Honey eater project)		Assessment of wetlandsIndex of wetlands condition of the ecology of the wetlands – 19 out of 30 of the wetlands are rated EXCELLENTReturn of Rakali, Murray River Turtles, & the reintroduction of the growling grass frog and selected fish speciesSurveys and MonitoringBirds- quarterly with crucial volunteer involvement by Bird Life Murray GoulburnReptiles and frogs (spring and autumn)Kangaroos (September annually)Fish (quarterly)Water quality- monthly at up to 12 sitesNest boxes (170 boxes)Ongoing Site MaintenanceAs shown before, what we build we have to maintainPest control A large variety of introduced weeds Foxes; 1080 baiting Rabbits; shooting, warren fumigation and ferreting Carp Screens and removal of carp at carp mustersRemoval of feral animals including pigs		EducationUniversities - undergraduate and postgraduate research, site visits, course materialPrimary and secondary school groupsAboriginal students on countryScience PartnershipsESAP (Environment Strategy Advisory Panel)Science Forum – 6 so far Specialist workshops and presentationsResearch collaborations
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With the commitment from different partnerships, we have achieved 1,600 hectares of planting.The Regent Honey Eater Project is one of our main partners and has been part of the revegetation story as we are trying to build tree corridors through the reserve which will allow safe passage linkages for varieties of wildlife.   
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This is an example of the linkages in plantings



River Red Gums



50 ha of Aerial Seeding of River Red Gum
• AirSeed Technology
• 6ft Drone
• 2kgs of seed in 50 ha trial area
• Monitoring in May for germinating seeds
• Results will guide further work with remaining seed (to be spread 

over 200-300ha) 

Drone seeding River Red Gums



REWILDING OF SPECIES
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One way to improve the biodiversity of the system is through the rewilding of formerly present species. These are our first three.



FUTURE

• ECOLOGY

• SCIENCE & RESTORATION

• EDUCATION

• ARTS & CULTURE
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Ecology, Science & Education		Continuation of the work already commencedSchool, University and Yorta Yorta education programs	Establishment of Turtle islands in specific ponds across the reserveContinue the translocation of Growling Grass FrogsAlignment with the Victorian Government Biodiversity 2037 PlanTranslocation of more targeted species		Establishment of a threatened and endangered species sanctuary 



VICTORIA’S NATURAL ENVIRONMENT IS HEALTHY
No vulnerable or near 

threatened species will have 
become endangered

Critically endangered or 
endangered species will have ex 

situ or rewilding options available

Net gain in extent and condition of habitats 
(terrestrial, waterway, marine)

Ongoing adaptive land management including 
extensive pest plant and animal control

Reserve wide revegetation works in 
collaboration with RHEP, GBCMA, DELWP and 

FOWW

>120,000 trees planted, 1600 ha of revegetation

Site wide Water Quality improvements 

Water management works for Bitterns

Cane grass regeneration

River Red Gum research and re-establishment

First records of Squirrel Glider and Rakali on site 
in 40 years

Our Contribution to Biodiversity 2037

Reintroduction of Growling Grass 
Frogs and freshwater fish species 

to Winton Wetlands

Winton wetlands can then  
become a  potential source 
population for elsewhere

Protected and quality habitat for 
other potential reintroductions

Turtle nest predation protection and research 

Freshwater species research laboratory and 
breeding facility

Listed as a Wetland of Distinction

RAMSAR Listing plans (2022-2023)

We understand what we protect via extensive 
fauna survey work
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This is our contribution to the Victorian Government Biodiversity 2037 Plan



Thanks to our dedicated staff and all our collaborators so far!
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These are but some of our collaborators to date- the list is growing as we continue to expand our restoration networks.



THANKYOU 
– Any Questions?
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